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How Much Security Is Enough 

ABSTRACT: Updates to this material are, in part, either adapted or excerpted 
from Software Security Engineering: A Guide for Project Managers [Allen 
2008]. 

This article provides guidelines for answering this question, including strategy 
questions to ask, organizational and market characteristics to take into account, 
and means for determining adequate security based on risk. It is important to 
make sure that leaders understand the residual risk that remains after mitigating 
actions are taken. 

INTRODUCTION 
One question you will have to answer prior to selecting which security govern-
ance and management actions to take and in what order is "How Much Security 
Is Enough?" This article provides guidelines for determining what strategy ques-
tions to ask, determining your definition of adequate or acceptable security, and 
using these as inputs for your security risk management framework. It is im-
portant to make sure that leaders understand the residual risk that remains after 
mitigating actions are taken, in their language. 

Refer to the BSI Risk Management content area and Deployment & Operations, 
Risk-Centered Practices for implementation details, in addition to other sources 
cited in this article. 

WHAT SECURITY STRATEGY QUESTIONS SHOULD I BE 
ASKING? 
Achieving an adequate level of security means more than complying with regu-
lations or implementing commonly accepted best practices. Each organization 
must determine its own definition of "adequate." The range of actions an organi-
zation must take to reduce security risk to an acceptable level depends on the 
value at risk and the consequences (impact) if the risk is realized. 
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Consider the following questions from an enterprise perspective. Answers to 
these questions aid in understanding security risks to achieving organizational 
goals and objectives as well as project goals and objectives. 

• What is the value we must protect? Value can be expressed as a product or 
service, process, or relationship. 

• To sustain this value, what assets must be protected? Why must they be pro-
tected? What happens if they're not protected? Assets may include infor-
mation, technology (hardware, software, and systems), facilities, and people. 

• What potential adverse conditions and consequences must be prevented and 
managed? At what cost? How much disruption can we stand before we take 
action? 

• How do we determine and effectively manage residual risk (the risk remain-
ing after mitigation actions are taken)? 

• How do we integrate our answers to these questions into an effective, im-
plementable, enforceable security strategy and plan? 
 

Clearly an organization cannot protect and prevent everything. Interaction with 
key stakeholders is essential to determine the organization's and project's risk 
tolerance and its resilience to impact if risk is realized. In effect, security in the 
context of risk management involves determining what could go wrong, the like-
lihood of such events occurring, the impact if they do occur, and actions to miti-
gate or minimize both the likelihood and the impact to an acceptable level. 

The answers to these questions can help business leaders and project managers 
determine how much to invest, where to invest, and how fast to invest to mitigate 
security risk, including software security risk. In the absence of answers to these 
questions (and a process for periodically reviewing and updating them), leaders 
will find it difficult to define and deploy an effective security strategy and thus 
may be unable to effectively govern and manage enterprise, information, and 
software security.1 

1 Refer to Managing Information Security Risks: The OCTAVE Approach [Alberts 2002] for more 
information on managing information security risk; “An Introduction to Factor Analysis of Infor-
mation Risk (FAIR)” [Jones 2005] for more information on managing information risk; and “Risk 
Management Approaches to Protection" [NIAC 2005] describing risk management approaches for 
national critical infrastructures. 
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CHARACTERISTICS TO CONSIDER 
By evaluating how much and in what ways their enterprise depends on Internet 
connectivity, IT infrastructure, and digital assets (including secure applications) 
for business performance and continuity, security-conscious leaders can better 
determine the degree to which governance and management decisions should 
take the security of such assets into account. 

In Harvard Business Review, Nolan and McFarlan [Nolan 2005] recommend 
that organizations first determine their defensive IT stance ("how much the com-
pany relies on cost-effective, uninterrupted, secure, smoothly operating technol-
ogy systems") and then their offensive IT stance ("how much the company relies 
on IT for its competitive edge through systems that provide new value-added 
services and products or high responsiveness to customers"). These stances apply 
to information and software security as well. 

Additional factors that can aid in making informed decisions are described be-
low.2 Together with a comprehensive risk assessment, an aggregation of these 
factors can form a repeatable basis for security-investment decisions. 

Organization Characteristics 
• Size (number of physical locations, employees, and customers; level of rev-

enue) 
• Complexity (organizational units, products, services, processes, systems, 

structure-for example, centralized or decentralized, co-sourcing and out-
sourcing relationships, external supply-chain partners, domestic and global) 

• Value and criticality of the organization's intellectual property, particularly 
information stored or transmitted in digital form 

• Dependence on IT systems (including secure applications) and the Internet 
to offer products and services to customers 

• Impact of system downtime or disrupted Internet connectivity on the organi-
zation 

• Impact of system, administrative, or transactional errors on the organization 
• Degree and rate of change within the organization (expansions, mergers, 

acquisitions, divestitures, new markets, etc.) 
• Dependence on multinational operations 

2 These factors in large part derive from [CGTF 2004], Appendix D, and work performed by TechNet. 
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• Plans for transnational operations (internal functions transferred offshore or 
outsourced to offshore locations, geographical expansion into areas repre-
senting increased revenue) 

• Stakeholder and shareholder expectations regarding the protection of organi-
zational value, reputation, and brand 
 

Market Sector Characteristics 
• Potential impact to national, international, or critical infrastructures as a re-

sult of outages or interruptions in organizational systems 
• Customer sensitivity to and expectations for security and privacy 
• Level of sector regulation that pertains to security 
• Potential brand and reputation damage of a publicly disclosed security inci-

dent or violation of customer privacy 
• Extent of enterprise operations that depend on third parties (partners, con-

tractors, suppliers, vendors) and connectivity with third-party networks 
• Customers' ability and likelihood to quickly switch to a competitor, based on 

the competitor's ability to offer more secure, reliable services 
• Extent to which the organization does business in a geographically or politi-

cally sensitive area where it could be a likely target of damaging physical or 
cyber attack 
 

DEFINING ADEQUATE SECURITY 
Determining adequate security is largely synonymous with determining and 
managing risk. Where possible, an organization can implement controls that sat-
isfy the security requirements of its critical business processes and assets. Where 
this is not possible, security risks to such processes and assets can be identified, 
mitigated, and managed at a level of residual risk that is acceptable to the organi-
zation. 

Adequate security is defined as 

The condition where the protection and sustainability strategies for an 
organization's critical assets and business processes are commensu-
rate with the organization's tolerance for risk. [Allen 2005] 
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Protection and sustainability strategies include principles, policies, procedures, 
processes, practices, and performance indicators and measures, all elements of an 
overall system of controls.3 

An asset is anything of value to an organization. Assets include information such 
as enterprise strategies and plans, product information, and customer data; tech-
nology such as hardware, software, and IT-based services; supporting facilities 
and utilities; key personnel with unique knowledge and skills; and items of sig-
nificant yet largely intangible value such as brand, image, and reputation. Criti-
cal assets are those that directly affect the ability of the organization to meet its 
objectives and fulfill its critical success factors [Caralli 2004a]. The extent to 
which software is the means by which digital assets are created, accessed, stored, 
and transmitted provides one compelling argument for ensuring that such soft-
ware has been developed with security in mind. 

A process is a series of progressive and interdependent actions or steps by which 
a defined end result is obtained. Business processes create the products and ser-
vices that an organization offers and can include customer relationship manage-
ment, financial management and reporting, and management of relationships and 
contractual agreements with partners, suppliers, and contractors. 

Risk Tolerance4 
An organization's tolerance for risk can be defined as ". . . the amount of risk, on 
a broad level, an entity is willing to accept in pursuit of value (and its mission)" 
[COSO 2004]. Risk tolerance influences business culture, operating style, strate-
gies, resource allocation, and infrastructure. Risk tolerance is not a constant; it is 
influenced by and must adapt to changes in the environment. 

Defining the organization's tolerance for risk is an executive responsibility. Risk 
tolerance can be expressed as impact (potential consequences of a risk-based 
event), likelihood of a risk's occurrence, and associated mitigating actions. For 
identified and evaluated risks, risk tolerance could be defined as the residual risk 

3 A system of internal controls often includes categories such as administrative, technical, and physi-
cal as well as directive, preventive, compensating, detective, and corrective [CERT 2009]. 

4 Alternatively, Moulton and Coles [Moulton 2003] define enterprise pain threshold as “The financial 
or other indicator point at which the executive management of the enterprise will, or should, know 
that the loss or damage caused by an event, including a control failure related to loss limitation or 
mitigation for the event, would be of sufficient magnitude to put the enterprise at risk; and, could 
consequently result in their being held personally accountable by shareholders and/or regulators.” 
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the organization is willing to accept after implementing risk-mitigation and mon-
itoring processes [Allen 2005]. 

Risk tolerance can be expressed both qualitatively and quantitatively. One way is 
to define high, medium, and low levels of risk. An example is a policy to take 
explicit and prioritized action for high- and medium-level risks and to accept 
(monitor) low-level risks as the default condition. 

So how does the organization manage different levels of inherent and residual 
risk? How does an organization prioritize risks that require mitigating actions? In 
quantitative terms, what "value at risk" is acceptable [Allen 2005]? 

Example 
A retailer decides to enter the e-commerce marketplace but has a low risk toler-
ance relative to its relationship with existing customers, particularly with respect 
to fulfilling orders promptly and accurately. To protect these relationships, man-
agement allocates necessary resources (people, processes, technology) to ensure 
that 

1. order-to-delivery response times meet or exceed defined targets and 
2. order-fulfillment accuracy meets or exceeds defined criteria. 

 
Management is now conducting business online and has installed the resources 
needed to protect its reputation for timely and accurate fulfillment of customer 
orders. It has set a target for delivery within seven days of accepting orders and 
has guaranteed delivery within two weeks by a statement on its Web site. How-
ever, how much variation is management willing to tolerate with respect to de-
livery and order-accuracy targets? Is a five-day average variance around the de-
livery target too much (based on the value placed at risk (customer relationship) 
and the magnitude of any impact (lost sales))? The delivery targets and level of 
variation around these are the risk tolerances [Allen 2005].  

DETERMINING ADEQUATE SECURITY 
With the benefit of this description, a useful way to address the question "How 
much security is enough?" is to first ask "What is our definition of adequate se-
curity?" by exploring the following more detailed questions: 

• What are the critical assets and business processes that support achieving our 
organizational goals? What are the organization's risk tolerances, in general 
and with respect to critical assets and processes? 
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• Under what conditions and with what likelihood are assets and processes at 
risk? What are the possible adverse consequences if a risk is realized? Do 
these risks fit within our risk tolerances? 

• In cases where risks are beyond these thresholds, what mitigating actions do 
we need to take and with what priority? Are we making conscious decisions 
to accept levels of risk exposure and then effectively managing residual risk? 
Have we considered mechanisms for sharing potential risk impact (for ex-
ample, through insurance or with third parties)? 

• For those risks we are unwilling or unable to accept, what protection strate-
gies do we need to put in place? What is the cost/benefit or return on in-
vestment of deploying these strategies? 

• How well are we managing our security state today? How confident are we 
that our protection strategies will sustain an acceptable level of security 30 
days, 6 months, and a year from now? Are we updating our understanding 
and definition of our security state as part of normal planning and review 
processes? 
 

Example5 
One of Acme, Inc.'s critical assets is the customer-transaction database, which 
includes order history. This is used in targeted marketing and sales processes 
with exceptional results (repeat sales). It has taken three years of staff effort to 
build and populate this database at an estimated cost of USD $1 million. Ongo-
ing operations and maintenance costs including the protection strategies de-
scribed below are USD $200,000 annually. 

There are specific events, impacts, and consequences that Acme needs to manage 
and prevent to the extent possible. Competitors regularly attempt to obtain access 
to this information or to obtain a copy of this information (high risk). Manage-
ment is sensitive to the risk of disclosure by sales and marketing staff who are 
approached by competitors to share this information for personal financial gain 
(medium risk). Third-party attackers have threatened to obtain access to and dis-
close this information on the Internet (low risk). While Acme believes it offers 
superior service, creating customer loyalty in the face of competitive pressure to 
switch, it places the value at risk at USD $10 million. 

5 Moulton and Coles offer another example of “how the information security governance concept 
could be applied at the enterprise level to establish and maintain an adequate control environment” 
[Moulton 03]. 
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Security requirements for the customer-transaction database include zero toler-
ance of unauthorized disclosure (violation of confidentiality), continuous valida-
tion of data integrity (by automated comparison with a trusted, securely stored 
version), and 99.999 percent availability (risk tolerances). 

Protection strategies include 

• principles enacted by policies and procedures that state these requirements 
and risk tolerances for this asset 

• clear assignment of roles and responsibilities and periodic training for staff 
and managers involved in protecting this asset; financial incentives for those 
demonstrating innovative approaches to asset protection 

• periodic training for staff having access to this asset; immediate removal of 
access and authorization for any staff member whose responsibilities no 
longer require a need for access, including any change in employment status 
such as termination 

• infrastructure architecture that fulfills these requirements, meets these risk 
tolerances, and implements effective controls (strong authentication, fire-
walls including ingress and egress filtering, enforcement of separation of du-
ties, automated integrity checking, hot backups, etc.) 

• review of all new and upgraded technologies that provide database support 
and in-house and remote access, to determine if any of these technologies in-
troduce additional security risks or reduce existing risks. Review occurs be-
fore and after technology deployment. 

• regular review and monitoring of relevant processes, and performance indi-
cators and measures including financial performance and return on invest-
ment; regular review of new and emerging threats and evaluation of levels of 
risk 

• purchasing insurance for high-impact, low-probability events 
• regular audit of relevant controls and timely resolution of audit findings 

 

CONCLUSION 
The level of adequate security as defined here is constantly changing in response 
to business and risk environments and the variation in risk tolerance that man-
agement is willing to accept. Effectively achieving and sustaining adequate secu-
rity based on this definition is a continuous process, not a final outcome. As a 
result, processes to plan for, monitor, review, report, and update an organiza-
tion's security state must be part of normal day-to-day business conduct, risk 
management, and governance-not a one-shot occurrence. 
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